AS.490 ( Writing)

AS.490 ( WRITING)
AS.490.652. Contemporary American Writers. 3 Credits.
This foundation course surveys issues and trends in recent ﬁction and
nonﬁction, with emphasis on the diverse work and methods of American
writers publishing today. Students read and discuss contemporary
writing and hear from accomplished writers. This core course focuses on
developing skills to read as a writer, and it explores the similarities and
differences between factual and nonfactual writing, including the roles
of truth, accuracy, and reader expectation. This core course is required
for all incoming ﬁction and nonﬁction students and usually must be
completed before students in those concentrations enroll in a writing
workshop.
AS.490.654. Fiction Techniques. 3 Credits.
In this foundation course, students explore the elements of ﬁction,
including point of view, plot, character, setting and the forms of short
stories and the novel. The course also introduces students to the writing
process, the techniques of reading as a writer, and the workshop process.
Readings usually include short stories, one or more novels, and books
or articles on craft. Writing assignments involve exercises, response
writings, and one complete piece, either an original short story or novel
chapter. Revisions also may be required. This core course is required
for all incoming ﬁction students as a prerequisite to any workshop.
Nonﬁction students may take it as an elective, although the program may
limit the number of registrants from outside the ﬁction concentration.
AS.490.656. Nonﬁction Techniques. 3 Credits.
The intensive reading and writing exercises of this foundation course help
students gather information and transform it into clear, creative prose
– whether in literary essay and memoir or journalistic forms such as
proﬁles, reviews or opinion. Reporting techniques include interviewing,
personal observation, and examining documents. Writing techniques
include structure, quotation, detail, word choice, transition and revision.
This core course is required for all incoming nonﬁction students prior to
enrolling in a workshop. Fiction students may consider this course as an
elective.
AS.490.660. Fiction Workshop. 3 Credits.
Fiction Workshops concentrate on intensive writing and revision, with
some required reading. As members of a general workshop, students
submit short stories or novel chapters to their instructor and peers for
critiques. Typically, two or three stories or chapters are submitted during
a semester; revisions are usually required. Workshop participants also
submit detailed critiques of their fellow students’ writing. We recommend,
but do not require, that students take at least one general workshop
before progressing to more specialized workshops, and we urge students
to take workshops from different instructors, if possible. Students may
take Fiction Workshop up to three times, although specialized workshops
also can count toward the requirement of three workshops for a master’s
degree. The 660-1-2 sequential numbering of workshops relates only
to the three annual academic terms and does not indicate cumulative
coursework.
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AS.490.661. Fiction Workshop. 3 Credits.
Fiction Workshops concentrate on intensive writing and revision, with
some required reading. As members of a general workshop, students
submit short stories or novel chapters to their instructor and peers for
critiques. Typically, two or three stories or chapters are submitted during
a semester; revisions are usually required. Workshop participants also
submit detailed critiques of their fellow students’ writing. We recommend,
but do not require, that students take at least one general workshop
before progressing to more specialized workshops, and we urge students
to take workshops from different instructors, if possible. Students may
take Fiction Workshop up to three times, although specialized workshops
also can count toward the requirement of three workshops for a master’s
degree. The 660-1-2 sequential numbering of workshops relates only
to the three annual academic terms and does not indicate cumulative
coursework.
AS.490.662. Fiction Workshop. 3 Credits.
Fiction Workshops concentrate on intensive writing and revision, with
some required reading. As members of a general workshop, students
submit short stories or novel chapters to their instructor and peers for
critiques. Typically, two or three stories or chapters are submitted during
a semester; revisions are usually required. Workshop participants also
submit detailed critiques of their fellow students’ writing. We recommend,
but do not require, that students take at least one general workshop
before progressing to more specialized workshops, and we urge students
to take workshops from different instructors, if possible. Students may
take Fiction Workshop up to three times, although specialized workshops
also can count toward the requirement of three workshops for a master’s
degree. The 660-1-2 sequential numbering of workshops relates only
to the three annual academic terms and does not indicate cumulative
coursework.
AS.490.665. Combined Workshop and Readings in Memoir. 3 Credits.
Writers have long enjoyed a major impact on contemporary thought
by producing compelling essays about personal experiences, feelings,
or ideas. This innovative experience allows students to earn either
Nonﬁction Workshop credit or a Nonﬁction reading elective credit in a
single, combined course. The workshop component allows students to
experiment with memoir and the personal essay as distinct forms and as
explorations of the self, while the reading component focuses on essay
and memoir both short and long, with the goal of deeper understanding
of these popular writing forms. Students may count this course as
either a workshop or an elective, depending on their needs. There is
no prerequisite for students in the Nonﬁction concentration; students
in other concentrations or programs must seek permission from their
advisor and the Writing Program director.
AS.490.666. Combined Workshop and Readings in Fiction and
Nonﬁction. 3 Credits.
This course introduces students to innovative readings in both ﬁction
and nonﬁction. It is designed for students who wish to stretch the
boundaries of their own writing in ﬁction and nonﬁction. In exploring
craft in blurred-genre readings, students are encouraged to ﬁnd ways
to introduce new techniques into their own work. Readings may include
such writers as Paula Vogel, Susan Grifﬁn, James McBride, Alexandra
Marzeno-Lesnevich, Rick Moody, Margaret Atwood, bell hooks, Te-Nehisi
Coates, Sam Shepard, Moshin Hamid, Han Kang, Daniyal Mueenduddin,
John Tateishi, Yiyun Li, Kathy Acker, and others. This course will follow
traditional-workshop format during the last weeks of the class, and
readings and exercises will take precedence during the ﬁrst weeks. This
course counts as an elective for either ﬁction or nonﬁction students or it
may count as a workshop for either genre.
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AS.490.668. Combined Workshop and Readings in Nonﬁction. 3
Credits.
The innovative experience allows students to earn either Nonﬁction
Workshop credit or a Nonﬁction reading elective credit in a single,
combined course. Students seeking workshop credit will submit
nonﬁction in the usual manner; enrollees needing elective credit will
complete extensive reading and exercises in factual writing. At times,
all students will engage together in workshop discussion or reading
analysis. At other times, the two groups might separate for special
attention to reading or the workshop. The dual goal is to provide
nonﬁction elective students with workshop experience, while workshop
students enjoy the full writing critique process as they complete helpful
reading. Students must complete Nonﬁction Techniques before enrolling
in this course. Nonﬁction students earn either workshop or elective credit
from this course.
AS.490.669. Combined Workshop in Nonﬁction and Fiction. 3 Credits.
This course allows students in nonﬁction and ﬁction to earn a workshop
credit in the same class. Students in both concentrations and from
either Washington or Baltimore are urged to enroll. In most cases, this
course will have a separate instructor in each concentration who will
form smaller workshop groups. Those groups will then workshop material
in innovative ways, including digital discussion, video conferencing,
phone conferencing, or one-on-one discussion with the instructor. These
workshops groups sometimes do not meet each week at a set day and
time, making this course more flexible and convenient to students from
different campuses. Students need advisor permission to enroll in this
course.

AS.490.673. Science-Medical Writing Workshop. 3 Credits.
In a writing workshop, students receive professional guidance in
translating complex scientiﬁc or medical knowledge and research into
graceful, lucid prose. Students submit individual essays or articles, or
parts of a larger work in progress. Writing submissions are critiqued by
peers as well as by the instructor, then revised. Students are encouraged
but not required to take this course from different instructors. (The three
section numbers designate the term in which the workshop is offered.
Students earn workshop credit by taking any section number multiple
times, or by combining any sections.)
AS.490.676. Sentence Power: From Craft to Art. 3 Credits.
This craft elective focuses on revision at the sentence and paragraph
level and is open to ﬁction or nonﬁction students. Through close reading
and brief exercises, students learn various techniques to assemble
sentences and establish syntactic relationships within paragraphs.
Students imitate other writers, as well as revise, exchange and discuss
revisions of their own work. Authors to be studied may include Updike,
Munro, and Welty in ﬁction, and Dillard, McPhee, or Didion in nonﬁction.
AS.490.678. Novel Form, Style, & Structure. 3 Credits.
This craft elective is meant primarily for ﬁction writers, especially those
writing or wishing to write a novel. The course focuses on a writer’s
analysis of novels, expanding the study of ﬁction into techniques and
issues relating to the longer form. Topics include structure, character
arcs, style, consistency of voice, techniques of backstory and plot
management. Class assignments may include response writings and
original ﬁction as well as oral presentations. Readings usually include a
number of novels, plus books or essays on novel craft.

AS.490.670. Nonﬁction Workshop. 3 Credits.
These general workshops give students extensive experience in writing
and revising their factual work, regardless of topic or form. Submissions
are critiqued by peers as well as by the instructor. Students typically
submit two to four essays, articles or book chapters. Revisions, exercises
and readings also are required. Students may take this general workshop
or any specialized workshop to meet the requirement of three workshops
for the MA in Writing. The 670-1-2 sequential numbering of workshops
relates only to the three annual academic terms and does not indicate
cumulative coursework.

AS.490.681. The Craft of Poetry: An Introduction for Fiction and
Nonﬁction Writers. 3 Credits.
This popular elective course helps ﬁction and factual writers apply the
techniques, vision and beneﬁts of poetry to their writing. Through reading,
discussion and writing, students explore the lessons of free verse and
formal poems, especially their careful attention to language, rhythm,
theme, and other tenets of poetic craft. This course engages those with
experience in poetry, as well as those new to the ﬁeld. As part of this
course, students will write and workshop poems with their classmates.
This onsite course also may involve some online interactivity.

AS.490.671. Nonﬁction Workshop. 3 Credits.
These general workshops give students extensive experience in writing
and revising their factual work, regardless of topic or form. Submissions
are critiqued by peers as well as by the instructor. Students typically
submit two to four essays, articles or book chapters. Revisions, exercises
and readings also are required. Students may take this general workshop
or any specialized workshop to meet the requirement of three workshops
for the MA in Writing. The 670-1-2 sequential numbering of workshops
relates only to the three annual academic terms and does not indicate
cumulative coursework.

AS.490.682. Writing The Novel Workshop. 3 Credits.
This specialized workshop is designed for students who are writing a
novel. Students must submit a total of 40-75 pages of a novel in progress,
plus a synopsis. Revisions also may be required. Included are readings
and discussions on the particular demands of longer ﬁction. Prerequisite:
Fiction Workshop, or permission of the program ﬁction advisor. Enrollees
also must have completed or waived the ﬁction core courses. This course
counts as one of the required three workshops in ﬁction.

AS.490.672. Nonﬁction Workshop. 3 Credits.
These general workshops give students extensive experience in writing
and revising their factual work, regardless of topic or form. Submissions
are critiqued by peers as well as by the instructor. Students typically
submit two to four essays, articles or book chapters. Revisions, exercises
and readings also are required. Students may take this general workshop
or any specialized workshop to meet the requirement of three workshops
for the MA in Writing. This is a dual-campus, videoconference course.
Baltimore students meeting in a classroom in Baltimore will be connected
by video with students in a D.C. classroom. The instructor will alternate
campuses each week.

AS.490.687. The Short Story: Past & Present. 3 Credits.
This ﬁction reading elective begins with a brief review of the history
and development of short ﬁction, moving to analysis of contemporary
forms, trends and practitioners. Featured authors may include Chekhov,
Carver, Paley, Barthelme, Munro and Dixon. The course focuses on
intense reading, analysis and discussion more than writing assignments.
Students also may be asked to make class presentations and to review a
range of literary journals.
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AS.490.690. Travel Writing Workshop. 3 Credits.
The best travel writers weave a rich “sense of place”— a trait also
crucial to literary ﬁction, memoir, and creative nonﬁction. The telling
detail, apt metaphor, historical reference, cultural connection, and vivid
character sketch, coupled with reflections that link these observations
to broader themes, can elevate travel writing beyond the guidebook. In
this specialized nonﬁction workshop, students complete exercises, hear
guest speakers, and analyze the works of acclaimed writers such as
Jan Morris, Barry Lopez, Ian Frazier, and Jonathan Raban. Students may
be asked to visit an assigned nearby location to prepare writing. This
workshop counts as one of the three required for a nonﬁction degree.
Enrollees must have completed or waived the nonﬁction core courses.
Fiction students may enroll only with program permission.
AS.490.692. Proﬁle and Biography Workshop. 3 Credits.
Articles or books about people are a central component of contemporary
nonﬁction. In this specialized workshop, students examine methods
used in proﬁle articles, biographies and, to a lesser extent, ﬁctionalized
biographical accounts. Students usually write two or three proﬁles or
biography chapters in this course, plus revisions. This workshop counts
as one of the three required for a nonﬁction degree. Enrollees must have
completed or waived the nonﬁction core courses. Fiction students may
enroll only with program permission.
AS.490.693. Writing Memoir & Personal Essay Workshop. 3 Credits.
Writers have long enjoyed a major impact on contemporary thought by
producing compelling essays about personal experiences, feelings, or
ideas. In this specialized nonﬁction workshop, students experiment with
memoir and the personal essay as distinct forms and as explorations
of the self. Seminal essays are read to clarify students’ thoughts and to
help them develop their own voice and style in personal nonﬁction. This
workshop counts as one of the three required for a nonﬁction degree.
Enrollees must have completed or waived the nonﬁction core courses.
Fiction students may enroll only with program permission.
AS.490.700. Readings in Creative Nonﬁction. 3 Credits.
This elective course features intensive readings and discussion of
Creative Nonﬁction in its many current forms. While the traditional
essay, memoir and article continue to be popular, Creative Nonﬁction
has reformed these traditions into sophisticated or experimental
incarnations. Creative Nonﬁction respects reader expectations for
factual accuracy but also explores new approaches to narrative, factual
expression, the blending of fact and ﬁction, and innovations in structure,
theme and form. Readings include short, medium and book-length works,
digital and in print. This nonﬁction course is not a workshop.
AS.490.702. Readings in Global Fact and Fiction. 3 Credits.
This cross-concentration elective course presents intensive readings in
ﬁction and nonﬁction from around the world. By discussing both fact
and ﬁction, students learn how different cultures, values and histories
create differing literature. Readings include a sampling from at least three
continents, with speciﬁc texts announced in advance for each section.
Fiction and nonﬁction students earn elective credit in this course, which
focuses on craft analysis and discussion but also may involve student
and team presentations and a ﬁnal project of creative or analytical
writing. This course combines the content of the previous International
Nonﬁction and 20th Century World Literature courses.
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AS.490.704. Readings in Essay & Memoir. 3 Credits.
This reading course focuses on essay and memoir both short and long,
with the goal of deeper understanding of these popular writing forms. The
course is designed for nonﬁction students; others may consider it with
an advisor’s permission. Only minor writing assignments or exercises are
included. Students who want to submit essays and memoir in a writing
workshop should consider 490.693 Writing the Memoir and Personal
Essay Workshop or a general Nonﬁction Workshop.
AS.490.705. Crafting Nonﬁction Voice. 3 Credits.
This craft elective is for factual writers. Through reading and writing
exercises, students learn the techniques of re-creating voices of others
and of shaping a writing voice of their own. The skill to represent a
person’s character, mind and feelings also is essential to ghostwriters,
speechwriters, writing collaborators, feature writers and novelists. This
course focuses on the tools such writers use to craft a voice.
AS.490.711. Masterworks: Examining the Boundaries. 3 Credits.
This cross-concentration reading course, designed for ﬁction or
nonﬁction students, focuses on a writer’s analysis of masterworks in
ﬁction, nonﬁction, nature, travel or poetry – and how those forms may be
combined in various hybrids. The course involves extensive reading and
discussion of technique and the changing boundaries among the genres.
The format includes craft reports, response writing and individual or team
presentations, plus a ﬁnal creative or critical work.
AS.490.714. Essence of Place: Description, Detail, and Setting. 3
Credits.
This craft elective, designed for students from any program
concentration, focuses on how detail and setting combine with other
techniques to create a sense of place in ﬁction, nonﬁction or other forms.
Readings come from travel, short ﬁction, memoir, science, novels, nature,
poetry and creative nonﬁction. Through reading, discussion and writing
exercises, students learn how to enhance the sense of place in their own
writing. This course counts as an elective in nonﬁction or ﬁction.
AS.490.717. The Novel in the 21st Century. 3 Credits.
This new course explores current trends in longer ﬁction, comparing
innovative and traditional visions of the novel, as well as changing
techniques of style, pace, character, structure and language. The modern
novel, in print or digital form, has expanded into interactivity, shaped text,
alternative history, and graphic forms; new technologies allow broader
experimentation uncurated by traditional publishers. For this course,
readings might include novels with innovative forms, such as Cloud Atlas
and A Visit from the Goon Squad, in which an entire chapter is delivered in
PowerPoint, or novelists who experiment with language, such as Jamaica
Kincaid in See Now Then, Peter Carey in The True History of the Kelly
Gang, or David Foster Wallace and Mark Richard. We’ll also consider
traditional novels influenced by culture, science and history, such as
McCarthy’s The Road or Ian McEwen’s The Children Act.
AS.490.731. Film & Screenwriting. 3 Credits.
In this intensive writing course, students are introduced to the basics of
ﬁlm studies and screenwriting by reading scripts, examining ﬁlms from
a writer’s perspective and writing one or more short screenplays. Topics
include dialogue, characterization, plot, subtext and visual storytelling.
This craft elective is designed primarily for ﬁction students who have
completed Fiction Techniques; others should obtain program permission
before enrolling. Registrants should recognize the extensive writing
requirements of this course if they decide to pair it with a workshop.
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AS.490.745. Voice in Fiction and Nonﬁction. 3 Credits.
In this cross-concentration craft elective, students examine aspects of
voice in ﬁction and factual writing, considering how style, point of view,
tone, structure and culture all contribute to an author's or narrator's
individual writing personality. Students use exercises to strengthen their
individual styles or the voices of the characters they portray. Readings
include novels, short stories, essays, articles and nonﬁction books,
as well as articles on craft. Class assignments may include response
writings and original ﬁction or nonﬁction as well as oral presentations.
This course is the dual-concentration version of 490.683 Voice in Modern
Fiction, which covers only ﬁctional works, and 490.705 Crafting a
Nonﬁction Voice, for factual writers.
AS.490.746. Readings in Narrative Fiction and Nonﬁction. 3 Credits.
This cross-concentration elective course presents intensive readings
in ﬁctional, factual, and poetic narrative. The course covers elements
of narrative, including plot, character, setting, tone, pacing, dialogue,
and theme, plus the terms writers use to discuss and analyze narrative.
Readings in both traditional and contemporary narratives will include
novels, short stories, essays, articles and nonﬁction narrative books, and
may include some poetry and articles on craft. Class assignments may
include response writings and original narratives from prompts. This
course counts as an elective in nonﬁction or ﬁction.
AS.490.747. Advanced Revision Techniques in Fiction. 3 Credits.
This elective course is designed to hone skills in the elements of ﬁction
through an intensive revision process. The course is intended for ﬁction
students who have a signiﬁcant body of writing. All enrolling students
must have completed at least one, and preferably two, ﬁction workshops.
The course explores in depth such techniques as expanding/slowing
down/”exploding” a scene, deﬁning and reﬁning character and plot arcs,
and using syntax and word choice to strengthen sentences. Students
improve the use of these and other techniques by reviewing and revising
their own writing. While some workshop methods will be employed,
this course will focus more on speciﬁc techniques and exercises than a
workshop-style evaluation of student writing.
AS.490.748. Advanced Workshop in the Novel. 3 Credits.
This course is for students who have made signiﬁcant progress on a
novel and are looking for help in bringing the book closer to completion.
“Signiﬁcant progress” here might mean you’ve written a hundred pages,
or it could mean you’ve ﬁnished a complete draft. This hybrid course
will meet 3-5 times onsite; during the rest of the course, students will
work one-on-one with the instructor on issues particularly relevant to the
novels they are writing. Class discussions may focus on general concepts
of novel structure, plot points and character arcs, along with advice on
publishing. There may be some workshop aspects, but the bulk of the
course will focus on one-on-one interaction with the instructor giving
singular attention to each individual student’s novel. While students who
have completed Fiction Techniques and one previous Fiction Workshop
will be on ﬁrmer ground in this course, there are no prerequisites; any
student who has made “signiﬁcant progress” on a novel may enroll.
AS.490.758. Current Issues in Science Writing. 3 Credits.
This innovative new elective course focuses on the latest research,
issues, and challenges in writing about science, medicine, or technology.
Topics will vary based on news, research, and changing developments,
but they could include climate change, space exploration, digital privacy
or GMOs. The course features interaction with cutting-edge research and
researchers and the journalists who cover them. Each student will create
a ﬁnal writing project on a contemporary issue, with the goal of preparing
writers and editors for the fast-paced intersection of today’s science and
journalism.

AS.490.765. Writing Children's Books. 3 Credits.
Children have an insatiable appetite and need for stories. The books
we create for them opens their minds to new ideas that are cherished
and remembered forever. Writing for this audience is soulful, complex
and deeply satisfying. This fully online course introduces stories for
picture books, middle grade chapter books and young adult novels and
challenges participants to write their own through discussion, “sketching”
ideas and story development.
AS.490.766. Completing the Novel. 3 Credits.
Many writers begin novels, but far fewer ﬁnish them, let alone have the
manuscripts fully ready for a publisher’s consideration. In this new fully
online class, JHU writer-in-residence Tim Wendel helps students move
forward with their works. The class will focus on writing, revising, selling
novels in general, as well as some workshop components. The “point
of no return,” effective set pieces, quality dialogue and utilizing lessons
from ﬁlm and other art forms are a few of the class topics. Wendel is the
author of 13 published books, including a pair of full-length novels, two
children’s books and a novella.
AS.490.767. Writing the Nonﬁction Book Proposal. 3 Credits.
This fully online course is designed for writers who have a speciﬁc
nonﬁction book project in mind and are looking to secure an agent or
publisher based on the well-drafted proposal. Students can be working
on a book based on reporting, a memoir, or a collection of essays but they
should register for the class only if they already have an idea for a book
and have two or three chapters completed. (Ideally those chapters have
been workshopped and reﬁned in other classes before enrolling in this
course.). Over the course of the semester, students will draft, revise, and
reﬁne a 15-page proposal, will develop a chapter outline, and will reﬁne a
sample chapter or two. Based on feedback from the instructor and fellow
students, each writer will complete the course with a polished proposal
based on publishing industry standards.
AS.490.770. Writing the Other. 3 Credits.
The ﬁction course, which may be taken for elective or workshop credit,
focuses on practical approaches to writing ’the other.’ We examine
dominant paradigms of otherness, drawing from a worldview that is
shaped by our own biographies. We explore varied methods, including
defamiliarization and empathization exercises, of bridging cultural and
other socially constructed differences, for the writing of successful
ﬁction. Though our emphasis is on writing our own stories that are
then reviewed and critiqued by our peers in an online ’author-centered’
workshop, we shall also discuss some texts which will include: Writing
the Other: A Practical Approach by Nisi Shawl & Cynthia Ward, The Art
of Perspective: Who Tells the Story by Christopher Castellani, The Art
of Subtext: Beyond Plot by Charles Baxter (also Baxter's chapter on
’Defamiliarization’ from his book, Burning Down the House), ’Write What
You Don't Know: An Outsider's Reflection on Place, Memory and the
Creative Process’ by Zakes Mda (a chapter from Mda's book, Justify the
Enemy: Becoming Human in South Africa), and ’The Uses and Misuses of
Other people's Myths’ by Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty.
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AS.490.781. On the Bay: Exploring the Chesapeake. 3 Credits.
This Annapolis, Maryland-based course focuses on the shimmering
beauty, complex ecology and environmental pressures of the nation’s
largest estuary. Field excursions on and around the bay introduce
students to scientists, policymakers and authors who specialize in bay
issues, with time allotted for students to report and receive coaching
on their own stories. Students also join in writing exercises and a
student reading. This intensive, one-week elective course, part of the
annual Hopkins Conference on Craft, supplies students with a range of
writing ideas for later development. This course satisﬁes the Residency
requirement for the MA in Science Writing and offers elective credit for
the Graduate Certiﬁcate in Science Writing. Science Writing students
receive enrollment priority for this course.
AS.490.782. Books and the City: Literary Dublin. 3 Credits.
Books and the City: Literary Dublin explores some of this UNESCO City of
Literature’s deep literary roots— it counts W.B. Yeats, Oscar Wilde, George
Bernard Shaw, James Joyce, Samuel Becket, and Seamus Heaney, to
name but a few, among its own. In examining the interplay between city
and writer, the course also considers how Dublin has shaped the works
of some of Ireland’s most vivid and celebrated contemporary writers,
possibly including Anne Enright, Colm Toibin, and Roddy Doyle. This
residency course is based at the eminent and historic Trinity College,
home to the Book of Kells. The college lies in the heart of the historic
capital, with its walkable Georgian squares and Royal Canal, in this city
that continues to flourish as a creative center. The course week includes
craft discussions and work shopping at Trinity, readings and talks with
local Irish writers, and ﬁeld trips. Possible trips include ones to the
Dublin Writers Museum and the James Joyce Centre, the National Print
Museum, and some of the city’s exquisite libraries to tour their special
collections, including Trinity’s Long Room.
AS.490.784. Reading and Writing New England. 3 Credits.
This cross-concentration reading and craft course for the Hopkins
Conference on Craft in Bar Harbor, Maine, focuses on the flaneur tradition
and the curious link between the mind and feet. From Virginia Woolf to
Elizabeth Strout, from Max Beerbohm to E.B. White, writers who walk –
and write about their walks or their characters’ walks—have proliferated
in the last two centuries. We will analyze this literature and make forays
of our own into Acadia National Park to experiment with the form.
Drawing on the outward facing gaze of New Englanders like Strout and
White, we’ll cast a particular eye toward a sense of place. This condensed
course counts as an elective for students in any concentration.
AS.490.785. Our American West: The Evolution of a Counter Narrative. 3
Credits.
<p> Using classic western ﬁlms as a springboard for discussion, this
class will explore the evolution of a counter-narrative from writers of
both ﬁction and nonﬁction. Readings will include novels, histories and
literary nonﬁction, all with an eye toward understanding our complicated
western expansion, and how our shifting literary legacy corrects, amends,
or counters prevailing narratives of the American West. This condensed,
one-week course will take place at the University of Montana in Missoula,
where Writing students will join with students in the Science Writing
and Teaching Writing residencies. The course counts as an elective for
students in any concentration. <o:p></o:p></span></p><p> Because the
stories we tell ourselves about place shape our identity and sense of self,
students will study the craft of scenes and settings in these works with
an eye toward deepening our own observations and skills through writing
exercises in the landscape of Montana. <o:p></o:p></span></p>
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AS.490.800. Independent Study in Writing. 3 Credits.
An independent study is a special project that an advanced student
proposes to complete within a single semester, for either elective or
workshop credit. Most independent studies in the Writing Program
involve a student working one-on-one with a faculty member or other
writer or editor. The project must involve writing, reading or writingrelated work equivalent to a full-semester, graduate-level course, and the
project should not duplicate any course or other part of the program’s
curriculum. Students usually are not eligible to propose independent
studies until they have completed at least ﬁve courses, including at least
one workshop. The tuition for an independent study is the regular, singlecourse rate for the term in question. Proposals for an independent study
should be submitted in writing to program leadership no later than 60
days before the start of the target semester. Proposals are evaluated
competitively after that date, and only a small number of proposals will
be approved. This course number is only for Writing Program students.
Science Writers should consider 490.807.
AS.490.801. Thesis And Publication. 6 Credits.
<p>This ﬁnal course is required for all degree candidates in ﬁction or
nonﬁction and is offered only in the fall and spring terms. The two
course goals are the completion of a successful thesis and an enriching,
challenging capstone experience for the entire program. The creative
writing thesis will contain portions of a novel or a nonﬁction book, and/
or a collection of short stories, essays, or articles. We recommend
that students select their best work and the work they most want to
work on revising during the thesis semester; not all program writing
will become part of a thesis. Students taking this course are required
to submit a full thesis draft early in the course; the author spends the
term working one-on-one with a thesis advisor to revise this draft. In
addition, thesis students meet as a class with the thesis class instructor
for certain weeks during the term. During those class sessions, students
engage in forward-looking discussions on the writing life, participate in
a program-capping roundtable discussion, and rehearse and conduct
a public reading. Prerequisite: All other required and elective courses.
Students may take a second course during their thesis term with the
program director’s permission; such a course must be in addition to
program requirements. Students enrolling in this course must submit
a Thesis Planning Form at least 30 days in advance of the course start
date. For more information about the thesis course and process, see
the Writing Program website under Program Resources.Thesis Planning
Form, link: http://advanced.jhu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/
Writing_ThesisPlanningForm_August2014.pdf </p>
AS.490.803. Independent Study. 3 Credits.
An independent study is a special project that an advanced student
proposes to complete within a single semester, for either elective or
workshop credit. Most independent studies in the Writing Program
involve a student working one-on-one with a faculty member. The project
must involve writing or writing-related work equivalent to a full-semester,
graduate-level course, and the project must not duplicate any course or
other part of the program’s curriculum. Students usually are not eligible
to propose independent studies until they have completed at leastﬁve
courses, including at least one workshop. The tuition for an independent
study is the regular, single-course rate for the term in question. Proposals
for an independent study must be submitted in writing to the program’s
independent study coordinator no later than 60 days before the start of
the target semester. Proposals are evaluated competitively after that
date, and only a small number of proposals will be approved.
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AS.490.805. Writing Internship. 3 Credits.
Advanced students in the MA in Writing program may propose an
internship to receive on-the-job experience in writing or a writing-related
profession. An approved internship receives one full course credit toward
the MA in Writing degree—usually an elective. Students may propose
to participate in existing internship programs or they may arrange a
unique experience. In most cases, students should have completed four
or more courses toward their degree before seeking an internship, and
proposals must be submitted in writing to program leadership at least
60 days before the start of the target term. Proposals are evaluated on
a competitive basis. Only a limited number will be approved, and priority
will be given to students who have completed the most degree-level
courses and who submit proposals that demonstrate the best internship
experience. Internships may be paid or unpaid. Because students receive
academic course credit for internships, they pay tuition levels equal to
one graduate course.

